# INTEGRA® CVL LAUNDRY LINEUP

## PRELUDE
A water condition tolerant pH builder designed specifically to work with other INTEGRA® laundry components.

## PLUS 15
INTEGRA®'s top selling laundry detergent, and for a good reason! PLUS-15 handles a wide variety of water conditions and soils.

## INSURE
Our best, most concentrated chlorinated destainer. Takes out the toughest stains.

## FINALE
Combination Soft-Sour®.

### SR 1
Highly effective for removing a wide range of stains including medicinal stains, foods, and greasy soils. SR 1 is a blend of active solvents, surfactants, chelants and alkalinity. It is able to remove difficult stains without harming cotton and synthetic fibers.

### SR 2
Effective for removing a wide range of stains including foods and greasy soils. A blend of emulsifying surfactants, solvents and alkalinity. Will not harming cotton or synthetic fibers.

### SR 3
Formulated with a blend of protease and amylase enzymes to actively destroy protein stains and starches which attract and hold stains. Contains surfactants and solvents to aid in complete stain removal. Targets organic stains.

### SR ENZYME

### SR IRON
Highly effective rust scale and iron stain remover, it removes iron stains from equipment, surfaces, etc. and restores the whiteness to iron stained laundry.

### SR RECLAIM
A powdered laundry additive designed to restore linen that has been discolored by soils and stains. Leaves fabric clean and bright. Whitens without damaging linen. Helps keep more linen in circulation.

### SYNERGY
A high alkaline laundry detergent that contains surfactants and anti-redeposition agents. Produces whiter whites. Highly effective in both hard and soft water conditions.

If your facility is in an area where you have high levels of iron in your water, you will need to use FLUFF (softener) and NEUTRA (iron removing sour) instead of FINALE.
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Oily Soils & Stubborn Stains

It doesn’t matter where you are or what operating conditions you must endure; you fight a daily battle with difficult soils, and almost impossible stains. Yes, many factors in your laundry operation are beyond your control, and you’ve got to live with them, but not all of them…

Laundry managers are not always aware of the options that they have available, and often available with a minimum of cost and effort. Here’s an example:

A professional laundry technician can re-program your washers to execute a sophisticated stain removal cycle.

This cycle runs overnight, giving you a reclaimed load of formerly stained items the next morning - ready to go into the dryer.

This procedure costs you very little, and since it’s done overnight, it doesn’t get in your way, or tie up your washers. So, it’s a simple inexpensive programming technique, that’s available to you right now. The best news is that this example is just one of many things you can do today, with little or no cost, to make your laundering challenges more simple and easy.

But can everything be removed? Can all stains and every tough soil be made to magically disappear? Well, maybe in a TV ad, but not in real life. In real life, you need a knowledgeable laundry technician to back you up, and a laundry system that will let him do his job with complete confidence.

INTEGRA® Certified Technicians are trained to work with you, and for you and to help you solve your daily challenges. The INTEGRA® Laundry System is designed to compliment the skills of the INTEGRA® certified technician and to help you knock oily soils and stubborn stains.

10 REASONS You Should Be Using INTEGRA® CVL Laundry Products

1. INTEGRA® capsules are gravity fed. Inverted when in use, they empty out completely – no waste or left over products to throw in the trash.

2. INTEGRA® stores easily. Cases are square and hold four one-gallon capsules. INTEGRA® capsules have a built in handle for easy, safe handling.

3. INTEGRA® products are true super-concentrates. Usage costs of INTEGRA® are amongst the lowest in the industry.

4. With INTEGRA®’s built in silent supervisor, you can walk through the laundry room and see at a glance if any INTEGRA® containers need to be changed. This reduces “out of product” results failures.

5. INTEGRA® systems are gravity fed, water independent, and have no moving parts. This means less points of failure when compared to other solid laundry systems and fewer problems for you.

6. Thanks to INTEGRA®’s ContinuousFeed Reservoir, it’s easy to see when capsules are empty. No more rummaging through buckets and barrels, and tipping them on their sides to check their status.

7. ContinuousFeed Reservoir holds 8 ozs. When the capsule is empty, you still have 8 ozs. to keep you running while changing capsules.

8. When changing INTEGRA® capsules, employees simply match up the product name, safety number or color.

9. INTEGRA® products are factory sealed for user safety. Your employees don’t have to touch chemicals when changing containers.

10. INTEGRA® capsules are completely disposable and recyclable.